
Medication Systems

Comprehensive solutions 
for preparing, storing 

and distributing medicines
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Since 1968 the company Wiegand has been pursuing one goal: to develop modern, 
practical and flexible solutions for complex tasks within the areas of medicine distribution, 

patient supply and material storage. Everything began with small daily dispensers for 
the distribution of medicine to patients. Today Wiegand AG offers comprehensive solutions 

for the entire medicine distribution process and the storage of medical care products 
and pharmaceuticals.

Ancient dispensers for drugs already had a sliding lid. 
This one shows Aeskulap, Greek God and saint of 
pharmacists and beside him his daughter Hygieia 

(Goddess of Hygiene). 
History Museum Sion, Switzerland. 

Practical thinking –
our Credo
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Because safety 
is your concern

The number of medication errors from the prescription 
to the administration of medicines is frighteningly high. 

«Maximum safety by multiple controls and at the same 
time optimum efficiency in medication logistics.» In 
order to master this task, WIEGAND® has developed 
different systems and adapted them to the respective 
needs. The WIEGAND® systems cover all processes 
from prescription to ordering, storage, arranging and 
dispensing of medicines. We have studied these pro-
cesses over decades and developed the perfect «tools» 
for it. Working in close co-operation with nursing staff 
all over Europe enables us to constantly improve and 
expand our medication concepts and find practical solu-
tions for new challenges.

Prescription

Preparing

Storage

Distribution
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Extensive studies have revealed that safety in the medication process in hospitals and 
nursing homes is insufficient. The consequences for patients being victims of errors with 

prescriptions (contra indications, cross reactions, incompatibilities), with preparing (dosage 
error, quantity error) up to the errors with distribution (wrong medicine, wrong patient) are 

obvious. WIEGAND® offers multiple solutions for the different medicine distribution systems 
used by hospitals and homes for the elderly.

Risk reduction –  
three steps with a significant impact 

1. It is important that prescriptions are no longer written out by 
hand, but by appropriate prescription software. 

2. Unhurried preparation of the medication over one or more 
days and further checks before dispensing by another 
nurse, further increase medication safety. 

3. An additional important factor for error reduction is a quali-
fied nurse who has sufficient time to care for the patient in 
a professional way. 

Safety in medication 
is our main focus since 40 years
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Week system

The week system optimises operational processes in 
homes and nursing stations. The purpose of a long-
term therapy is to keep the patient in a «normal condi-
tion» by maintaining a stable and regular medication. 
The preparation of medicines for 7 days will then be a 
relief for the nurses’ daily work routines. The medicines 
are arranged by the nurses themselves or by the phar-
macies for all patients for one week.

1 patient – 7 days

The week trays are available for MediDispensers of dif-
ferent sizes. As an alternative to the trays the 7 Medi-
Dispensers can be given also in week containers or – 
for holidays – in WeekBoxes. 

1 patient – 8 days

The eight-day system makes it possible for the medi-
cines to be prepared at a central point. While the 
medicines are prepared for the next 7 days, the 8th  
MediDispenser remains on the distribution tray of the 
ward. In this way the MediDispensers can be filled cor-
rectly and carefully, without any time pressure (also 
possible with 7-day-system and additional, separate 
MediDispenser).

Week Tray 

Week-Container

WeekBox

Label No. 95

 Week-Tray for 8 
MediDispensers

1 patient – 7 days

Week Tray 

1 patient – 8 days

Week-Tray for 8 
MediDispensers

Name/nom

Besonderheiten/remarques spéciales

Adresse

Arzt/médecin Tel.

 Tel.

Datum/date Med. 1 2 3 4

Petra Roth

Im Rietwald 25

8424 Embrach 044 865 38 96

Dr. Walter Krauer  044 872 74 74

X

X

½

½

½

½

Supradyn Kps.22.3.08

Gynotardyferon Drg.22.3.08

Co–Enatec 20mg

Amlodipine 5mg

Betaserc 16mg (in Reserve)

05.4.08

05.4.08

05.4.08

Gynotardyferon 30 Minuten vor

dem Frühstück einnehmen

WeekBox

Label No. 95

1 2 3 41 2 3 41 2 3 41 2 3 4

044 865 38 96044 865 38 96044 865 38 96044 865 38 96044 865 38 96044 865 38 96044 865 38 96044 865 38 96

044 872 74 74044 872 74 74044 872 74 74044 872 74 74044 872 74 74044 872 74 74044 872 74 74044 872 74 74

XX

½½

½½

Day system

Wherever the medication of patients changes frequent-
ly and the duration of hospitalization is quiet short, the 
week tray can be re-designed into a daily tray with sev-
eral patients. Instead of arranging the medicines for all 
patients 4 times a day, much time can be saved and 
safety improved by using the WIEGAND® MediDispens-
er. At night – or during another quiet period - the med-
icines for all patients are arranged for the entire day. 
Thus this time-consuming work is no longer performed 
by extremely busy day shifts. The filled MediDispens-
ers may be placed for example on a distribution tray 
(above).

4 patients – 1 tray

An eight-compartment tray can be used either 
for 4 or 8 patients, or roomwise. Each patient 
has a MediDispenser available for its oral and 
one for its non-oral medicines (above). A further 
option is a 4-compartment-tray (below) for 4 or 
2 patients.

Day system

Multi-Use-Tray for 
4 patients, 2 MediDispensers 
per patient

Multi-Use-Tray

Distribution 
Tray

Multi-Use-Tray
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The first MediDispensers were developed by WIEGAND® working together with a head 
physician over 40 years ago. Today there are many copycat products of the first simple 

versions on the market, because the small ones are good! With its medication concepts, 
WIEGAND® has established itself in the meantime as market leader and trendsetter. 

WIEGAND® MediDispensers are not only to be combined among themselves - they are part 
of a comprehensive concept. A concept, which can be adapted to the individual needs 

of different departments.

Storage

Each kind of week tray with 7 MediDispensers can be 
stored both in the cabinet and in a FlexLine Trolley. The 
suitable inserts for the particular system are made by-
WIEGAND®. A compact storage of all pharmaceuticals 
and consumables in the wards creates more space and 
makes working processes more efficient.

FlexLine Trolley 
Type No. 45.3A-2F

Approved –
tested and judged «very good»
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The «small» ones

Sometimes the smallest is exactly what you need. For 
patients who only need a few medicines, our smallest 
ones are ideal. With the small ones too there are ef-
ficient systems which combine together well (picture 
below). The MediDispenser can be labelled with the 
patient name and the day of the week and be printed 
with the administering times (morning, noon, evening, 
night).

Preparing medication for an entire week?

It is imperative that medicines are left in their blisters 
and only allowed to be deblistered shortly before ad-
ministering. Otherwise it should be clarified before with 
each individual medicine (also with liquids), whether the 
ingredients may be exposed to air during a longer pe-
riod. Different medicines cause harmful cross reactions 
with the active substances of other medicines. It is dif-
ficult to identify deblistered tablets and decanted liquids. 
There is therefore a very high risk of mistakes being 
made. Medicines left in their blisters can be put straight 
back into the packaging if not required.

Multi-Use-Tray 
No. 1191

MediDispenser 
No. 01

MediDispenser 
No. 11

MediDispenser 
No. 131

Week-Tray 
No. 291

MediCup 
No. 71.x

Distribution-Tray  
No. 241

MediDispenser 
No. 11

MediDispenser 
No. 01
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Everything fits! Begin your composition for a medication system with the selection of the 
MediDispenser to suit your patients. Select the pertinent week set as well as the 

appropriate Distribution-Tray. The size and set-up of your FlexLine Trolley or the CompactLine 
cupboard depends upon the number of patients. The medication of individual patients can 

differ strongly. «One for all» works in many cases – however never in all! 

Well thought out WIEGAND® 
implements comprehensive concepts

FlexLine Trolley 
Type No. 41.3-3F

Distribution Tray 
No. 231 
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The «coloured» ones

The coloured Medi-Inlays make it easy to recognize at 
first sight, whether the content is to be administered in 
the morning, at noon, in the evening or at night. The 
colour code is memorized by patients within a few days. 
They recognize immediately whether the right Medi-Inlay 
has been brought at the right time. Another advantage 
is the matching colour code of MediCups. The Medi-
Inlays can be removed from the dispenser and handed 
over to the patient at the time of dispensing. Without 
inlays the same MediDispenser serves as a container 
for prepared syringes or diabetes pens (below). 

Same size 
different implementation

All MediDispensers shown fit into the same week trays, 
the same WeekBox and the same dispensing tray. The 
flexibly divisible MediDispensers are specially designed 
for patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease or re-
covering from transplant surgery. They need up to 8 
dispensing times. Flexible divisions enable the nurse to 
adapt the compartments to the size of the content. This 
way even effervescent tabs and bags with powdered 
medicine can be placed in a MediDispenser.

Inlay-Dish 
No. 66.x

Inlay-Dish No. 66.Spez  
made from PET-film 

for single use

Week-Tray 
No. 991

Inlay-Blister with 
4 compartements

made from PET-film 
for single use 

No. 67

MediDispenser 
No. 61

Label 
No. 64-7

Inlay-Blister with 
4 compartements

made from PET-film

MediDispenser 
No. 41

MediDispenser No. 61 
with Inlay-Dishes

MediDispenser 
No. 341

Inlay-Dish 
No. 66.x

 -103- Black
1 Co-Enatec Tbl
½ Beloc Zok Ret N 50 Tbl
1 Glucophage 500 mg Tbl
24 Insulin HM Mixtard 30
1 Requip 1 mg Filmtbl
1 Stalevo 150/37

Monday
1 Stalevo 150/37

 Kelvin (M) 17.05.1936
1 Glucophage 500 mg Tbl
1 Requip 1 mg Filmtbl
1 Stalevo 150/37

 Station 1 (17)
½ Beloc Zok Ret N 50 Tbl
1 Aricept 10 mg Tbl
2 Glucophage 500 mg Tbl
12 Insulin HM Mixtard 30 Nov
1 Requip 1 mg Filmtbl
1 Stalevo 150/37
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With «large» MediDispensers the work becomes really multifunctional. Common to all «large» 
MediDispensers are the flexible divisions. They enable the nurse to adapt the size of the 

compartments and the number of administering times as required. These MediDispensers can 
be stored the same way as the «small» ones in FlexLine Trolleys or CompactLine Cupboards. 

The WIEGAND® team of advisers are at hand to help you select your medication system.

Multifunctional –
individuality is essential in medical care

CompactLine Cupboard
FlexLine Trolley 
Type No. 60.3-5F
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Thus the system also works well 
in exceptional cases

To combine low and high MediDispensers of the same 
length makes sense, since only in this way can inevita-
ble exceptional cases be included in the same working 
process of medication logistics. The accommodation of 
effervescent tablets or powders, suppositories or even 
of syringes prepared for injection is no longer a problem 
with a MediDispenser with an overall length of 370 mm. 

One system – 
countless implementations

The tray for MediDispensers acts simultaneously as Distri-
bution Tray and as storage for non-oral medicines. Some-
times a patient needs more than only one MediDispenser.  
WIEGAND® systems offer full flexibility and individuality 
with uniform working processes.

The «large» ones

Cabinets full of medicines, many administration times 
spread over the whole day and recurring mistakes, 
shape the daily routine of patients who have to take a 
higher than average number of medicines. For these 
patients, the large divisible MediDispensers are a sub-
stantial improvement. The clear arrangement means 
that hardly any medication errors are made. Even 
2-hourly dispensing times are possible with them.

MediDispenser 
No. 141 

MediDispenser 
No. 261 

MediDispenser 
No. 161

 

MediDispenser 
No. 171 

MediDispenser 
No. 181 

MediDispenser 
No. 151 

Multi-Use-Tray No. 1191 for 
8 MediDispenser No. 281
or 8 MediDispenser No. 271

MediDispenser 
No. 271

WIEGAND® systems offer full flexibility and individuality 
with uniform working processes.

Multi-Use-Tray No. 1191 for 
8 MediDispenser No. 281
or 8 MediDispenser No. 271

MediDispenser 
No. 271

MediDispenser 
No. 261 

MediDispenser 
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With MediDispensers and MediCups reliably fixed on the Distribution Tray, the distribution of 
medicines is very efficient - even at a brisk pace through the corridors and in the tight 

confines of rooms. The Distribution-Trays fit both in FlexLine Trolleys, and in CompactLine 
Cupboards. Distribution-Trays are universally applicable and can be used to transport 

almost everything to the patient’s bedside.

Distribution-Tray 
No. 81

Distribution-Tray 
No. 251

Distribution-Tray 
No. 231

Distribution-Trays
make the medication process more efficient
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... and it holds!

Grooves for the non-slip attachment of 
MediDispensers, Label-Holders or Blister- 
Bagholders combined with clamping  
recesses for safe placing of MediCups 
for liquid medicines distinguish the  
WIEGAND® Universal Distribution-Trays.

Universal Mounting Plate
for distribution trays 

This small Universal Mounting Plate (No. 16) can be 
placed anywhere on a WIEGAND® Distribution-Tray. 
Containers of various sizes and shapes can be fixed by 
an adhesive strip on the mounting plate.

Syringe-Tray

Clean and contaminated material is separated. The 
times when nurses use just only a kidney bowl to carry 
blood tests or injections to the bedside are long past. 
The procedure does not correspond any longer to  
today’s requirements for hygiene and cleanliness.

«Universal» Distribution-Tray means: 
«a system becomes an all-rounder»

The small, self-adhesive mounting plates for the attach-
ment of small containers make it possible, to transport 
syringes or blood sampling material quickly and safely 
to the patient. The «à la carte service» permits an indi-
vidual mode of operation and always offers sufficient 
area for improvements. Processes adapted to the latest 
regulations do not create extra costs or need long intro-
duction periods.

Distribution-Tray 
equipped with material 

for vein access

Distribution-Tray holding 
wound dressing material

Tray for blood  
testing

Universal Mounting Plate
for distribution trays 
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To ensure a maximum degree of safety it is essential that each and every MediDispenser is 
marked with the name of the patient for whom the medication is prescribed. Ideally the time for 

administering the medicine should also be mentioned. The more information that is found 
on a MediDispenser, the simpler and safer becomes the medication process. Labelled covers 

have the potential of mix-ups, which should be avoided. With little space for a label on the 
dispenser rim, the Dispenser Marker may serve the purpose.

Label Holder

This Label-Holder can be fixed firmly on any WIEGAND® 
Distribution-Tray. This allows the MediDispenser or con-
tainer on the tray to be allocated to the right patient. The 
Label-Holder can also carry RFID or bar-coded servic-
es (blood-sampling or changing of dressings, etc.). The 
code is then placed on a Distribution-Tray together with 
the material needed.

Dispenser Marker

Even the smallest dispensers can now be neatly la-
belled. The label is water resistant and is dishwasher-
proof. The eraser at the end of the marker can be used 
to delete lettering.

Safety –
no more mix-ups

Label Holder 
No. 15/15SD

Dispenser Marker 
No. 64.738
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1 2 3 4

MONDAY

Art. 510.13Wen

Kelvin Black
Augmentin 250mg
Supradyne
Gynotardyferon
Valerian

1

1
5

1
1

Safe administering

Labels to be inserted into the MediDispenser allow an 
extensive documentation of the patient, medication de-
tails, dispensing times and dispensing day. Hence, each 
time the nurse needs to administer the drugs required 
by the patient, she has the possibility to check again 
the contents of the MediDispenser. Is this the correct 
dispenser for this patient? Do the drugs inside the dis-
penser correspond with the doctor’s prescription? etc.

Efficient preparation

As the entire information about the drugs to be prepared 
is found on the label of the MediDispenser, the prepa-
ration process becomes a lot more efficient and safer. 
Patient, medication details, date and dispensing time 
are clearly visible.

 

Label No. 46 

Label No. 64-7 

Label No. 13

Label No. 510.17

Label No. 510.16

 -103- Black
1 Co-Enatec Tbl
½ Beloc Zok Ret N 50 Tbl
1 Glucophage 500 mg Tbl
24 Insulin HM Mixtard 30
1 Requip 1 mg Filmtbl
1 Stalevo 150/37

Monday
1 Stalevo 150/37

 Kelvin (M) 17.05.1936
1 Glucophage 500 mg Tbl
1 Requip 1 mg Filmtbl
1 Stalevo 150/37

 Station 1 (17)
½ Beloc Zok Ret N 50 Tbl
1 Aricept 10 mg Tbl
2 Glucophage 500 mg Tbl
12 Insulin HM Mixtard 30 Nov
1 Requip 1 mg Filmtbl
1 Stalevo 150/37

Label No. 46 

Monday

Kelvin Black

No. 17

Allergic to penicillin

Dr. Smith

07.00

22.00

12.00

17.00

MONDAY
Kelvin Black 23.1.38

-103- Black
1 Co-Enatec Tbl
½ Beloc Zok Ret N 50 Tbl

Kelvin (M) 17.05.1936
1 Glucophage 500 mg Tbl
1 Requip 1 mg Filmtbl 1 Aricept 10 mg Tbl

1 Stalevo 150/37
Kelvin (M) 17.05.1936

mg Tbl
Station 1 (17)

½ Beloc Zok Ret N 50 Tbl

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Kelvin Black

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

Allergic to penicillin

07.00
07.00
07.00
07.00
07.00
07.00
07.00

12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

17.00
17.00

Name

Dispensing times:

Room

Art. 510.17en

Kelvin Black        31.3.1934

Tricort 50mg 1

07.00

Nexium 40mg

Novalgin drops  500mg if needed

Magnesium Sulfat Sachets

24

1

1 1 1

12.00 18.00   Res.

   10

Label No. 510.17
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If the requirements of the particular ward allow a consistent labelling of its dispensers, 
it is worthwhile considering a screen print solution. Weekdays and dispensing periods 

can be printed on most of the MediDispensers in different languages. Week days or dispensing 
periods (morning, noon, evening and night), or both varieties combined, can be printed in 

different languages and on different types of MediDispenser.

Screen Print
clean, low cost, long-lasting

Week Sets are available 
in different languages 
and versions
No. 7-41en/49

P
ro

te
ct

ed
 w

or
ks

ho
p 

«W
IS

LI
» 

in
 B

ül
ac

h 

MediDispenser 
No. 7-01en1/09
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12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00

18:00 18:00 18:00 18:00 18:00 18:00 18:00

22:00 22:00 22:00 22:00 22:00 22:00 22:00

02:00 05:00 10:00 14:00 20:00 20:00 24:00

07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00

Art. 510.54

12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:0012:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:0012:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:0012:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:0012:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:0012:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:0012:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:0012:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00 12:00

07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:0007:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:0007:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:0007:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:0007:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:0007:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:0007:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:0007:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00 07:00

Dispensing Time Sticker

Until now it was not possible to individually label the 
compartments if they were of different number and size. 
Sticker No. 510.54 covers the most common dispensing 
times, but also allows less common medications to be 
identified.

Weekdays Sticker

If only few MediDispensers need to be labelled identi-
cally, the weekdays sticker represents a good alterna-
tive to the screen print. A further utilisation of the sticker 
is the labelling of an additional 8th dispenser in a week-
set. 

Dispensing Period Sticker

The perforated, transparent stickers with the imprint 
«MORNING, NOON, EVENING, NIGHT and RESERVE» 
are designed to be used with divisible dispensers. This 
finally allows the nurse to correctly label this kind of  
MediDispenser with the correctly and individually placed 
dispensing period. 

Label No. 44

Label No. 14-8

Label No. 510.54

MONDAY MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

A
rt

. 5
10

.4
4e

n

MORNING NOON EVENING NIGHT RESERVE
MORNING NOON EVENING NIGHT RESERVE
MORNING NOON EVENING NIGHT RESERVE
MORNING NOON EVENING NIGHT RESERVE
MORNING NOON EVENING NIGHT RESERVE
MORNING NOON EVENING NIGHT RESERVE
MORNING NOON EVENING NIGHT RESERVE
MORNING NOON EVENING NIGHT RESERVE

A
rt

. 5
10

.1
4-

8e
n

Label No. 14-8
NIGHT RESERVE
NIGHT RESERVE
NIGHT RESERVE

Dispensing Period Sticker

The perforated, transparent stickers with the imprint 
«MORNING, NOON, EVENING, NIGHT and RESERVE» 
are designed to be used with divisible dispensers. This 

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY
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The everyday life of a nurse is not easy; therefore anything that makes the job easier is always 
welcome. SAFETY and QUALITY are also emphasised with these products. In today’s world 

the issue of efficiency and saving time is increasingly important. We have a solution for nearly 
everything - one of these is bound to be the right one for you too.

MediCup-Dispenser

Neat, tidly and readily to hand. These 
features are embodied in the WIEGAND® 
chrome-plated steel MediCup-Dispenser 
and matching Cup-Cover-Dispenser.

Practical –
aids for everyday use

Dispenser for MediCup covers
No. 64.747

Dispenser for MediCups
No. 64.746
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WIEGAND® offers a wide range of materials and 
tools needed for the daily care of your patients.

PillCrusher

For professionals the WIEGAND® PillCrusher is indis-
pensable. The MediCup with the tablet to be crushed 
is placed safely in the recipient. The mortar is made of 
stainless steel and has a handy large grip as well as 
a cover for the MediCup to prevent spills. The crusher 
allows swift processing, is easy to clean and is very ro-
bust. (5 year guarantee).

Oral applications

If a secure and precise dosage of liquid medicine is  
demanded, you will have to turn to Oral Dispensers. The 
5 ml dispenser can be cleaned and sterilised without  
affecting the accuracy of the dosage or blurring the 
measuring scale. The use of Oral Dispensers is very 
simple and is used very often to administer liquid medi-
cines to infants and babies. The specially designed 
cone prevents injection needles being attached. 

Working aids

Filling the week sets with the pertinent working aids 
for simultaneous opening of all Sliding Lids brings effi- 
ciency into the daily routine. The rinsing baskets for 
Inlay-Dishes or MediCups can be placed in any com-
mercial dishwasher.

Risk Waste Container

This practical E-Safe risk waste container with an over-
fill flap is user friendly for the safe disposal of blades 
and other hazardous objects, such as used blood col-
lection needles, scalpels, insulin pens, etc.

Oral Dispenser 
StarSet

Container for 
Risk Waste
No. 64.679-2.0

Pill Crusher
No. 97 

Cytostatics-Blending-Cannula 
19 gauge, 0.2 micronfilter, 

ventilation system with 
pressurization Luer adapter

No. 6201

Lid Opening System
No. 295

Basket for dish washer with 
lid and Insert for 22 liquid cups 

No. 910.71.1

Basket for dish washer with 
lid and Insert for 18 Inlay-Dishes
No. 910.66.1 

Lid Opening System
No. 295

Basket for dish washer with 
lid and Insert for 22 liquid cups 

No. 910.71.1

Container for 
Risk Waste
No. 64.679-2.0No. 64.679-2.0

Basket for dish washer with 
lid and Insert for 18 Inlay-Dishes
No. 910.66.1 

Container for 
Risk Waste
No. 64.679-2.0

Oral Dispenser 

Pill Crusher
No. 97 
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Prescription – preparation – distribution. Pharmacies are increasingly integrated into 
the process of medication logistics of stations and wards. Safety takes first place here. 

Unused or expired medicines belong to the past. The wards now only need medicines 
for emergencies and save much valuable time. WIEGAND® offers custom-made solutions 
both for in-house and for external pharmacies as well as medication preparation stations.

Centralized preparing of medicines –
one system – different variations

Blistering of all oral medicines 
by computer-controlled machines

Blister-machines pack the medicines of one patient into 
long tube-blisters. For each dispensing time the respec-
tive portion can be separated. For the long, unmanage-
able tube-blister WIEGAND® has developed the suita-
ble Dispenser. The rolled up tube-blisters can be clearly 
arranged and stored in a BlisterBox. 

4 to 12 BlisterBoxes can be placed in a WIEGAND® 
SwissModul. Due to the flexible partitioning, drops, oint-
ments and syringes can also be neatly accommodated. 
A clearly visible label with the patient name on the rim 
of the module improves safety when handling different 
BlisterBoxes. 

BlisterBox for
tube-blisters 
No. 312T

Distribution-Tray
for tube-blisters 

and MediCups
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Adapted process

All WIEGAND® MediDispensers are suitable for weekly 
arrangements by a centralised preparation station. The 
decision for a uniform dispensing system in a hospital or 
old people’s home does not correspond to the differing 
needs of the wards. 

FlexLine Trolleys are lockable and guarantee the cor-
rect storage of medicines. Up to 58 week sets can be 
placed in the trolley shown below. Even patients’ non-
oral medicines, supplied by the pharmacy, find their 
place in the fully extendable module. 

FlexLine Trolley
Type No. 45.3A-3F 

Sliding-Lid-Opener 
No. 295

Arrange all medicines in WIEGAND® 
week systems 

According to the prescriptions of the physician, the 
medicines of each patient are arranged for one week 
into the respective MediDispenser. Two MediDispens-
ers are labelled with the identical day, because when 
the empty sets are re-filled somewhere else, the twin 
MediDispenser remains on the ward. In this way there 
is no supply gap.

The prepared week sets, 
together with the patients’ 
prescriptions, are brought 
to the respective wards by 
a transport box or FlexLine Trolley.

Week-Tray No. 291
with Sliding Lid No. 299
and prescription form
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No more expired and unused medicines in the wards. As the consumed quantity of 
pharmaceuticals of every ward is known to the pharmacist, only the actual requirement of 

medicines in minimum quantities will be delivered (depending upon the delivery cycle 
of the pharmacy). The PharmaBox-System allows the ordering of large packing quantities, 

thus reducing the costs substantially. It is advisable for the pharmacist to be connected to the 
prescription software of the hospital in order to support and advise the physicians in 

finding the correct medication for their patients.

Order and overview –
simple and flexible medicine storage

Medication-Software  
MedManager
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Correct storage of medicines according 
to regulations

Like all WIEGAND® MediDispensers, the PharmaBox is 
also equipped with a Sliding Lid. This guarantees the 
dry storage of its contents. For photo-sensitive medi-
cines, the white, UV-resistant Sliding Lid can be used.

Good stock management of 
medication-preparation places

The «Kanban» system provides two units for each  
article stored. The containing quantities depend on the 
respective consumption of the ward, applying the sim-
ple system «full for empty». The order quantities and 
articles are pre-defined and optimized. The procedure 
for the order impact is simple. Control of expiry dates 
and storage time is carried out using the supply princi-
ple FIFO (first in first out). The stock is kept minimal and 
ongoing inventories become redundant. 

A software-supported storekeeping system with Cura-
Medic gives an overview of all cabinet contents of all 
wards. The costs and consumption of each individual 
article can be called up at the push of a button. The 
individual medicine consumption of each department is 
clearly evident.

The identification of medicines 
is ensured 

The pharmacist will label each filled PharmaBox with 
preparation names, galenical form and dosage strenght. 
Additionally data about quantity, expiry date or ward-ID 
as well as a bar code can be added. Detailed informa-
tion about the respective medicines should preferably 
be inferred from the drug manual, since the original 
package inserts contain only the information relevant 
for patients. Since the medicines remain in their blister 
packaging their identification is always ensured.

The PharmaBox becomes a universal box 

PharmaBoxes are incidentals for the clear and dust-free 
storage of incidentals. These boxes may be also carried 
in the FlexLine Trolleys as substitutes. 

PharmaBox, large 
No. 211

Label-Holder
No. 112a

Label, Mini-Card 
No. 112e

PharmaBox, small
No. 111

PharmaBox, large
No. 211
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Article No. 01/09

 Description MediDispenser No. 01  
with Sliding-Lid No. 09

 Article notes - available also as imprinted Week-Set 
- 165x50x20 mm

 Article No. 11/19

 Description MediDispenser No. 11  
with Sliding-Lid No. 19 

 Article notes - available also as imprinted Week-Set 
- 225x50x20 mm

 Article No. 131/139 

 Description MediDispenser No. 131  
with Sliding-Lid No. 139,  
divisible

 Article notes - incl. 3 Divisions No. 132  
- divisible in max. 9 compartments 
- 188x42x37 mm

 Article No. 61/69

 Description MediDispenser No. 61  
with Sliding-Lid No. 49-69-349

 
 Article notes - available also as imprinted Week-Set 

- 228x81x20 mm

 Article No. 41/49

 Description MediDispenser No. 41  
with Sliding-Lid No. 49-69-349  

 Article notes - available also as imprinted Week-Set 
- 228x81x20 mm

MediDispenser | the «small» ones

MediDispenser | the «coloured» ones
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 Article No. 66.x

 Description Inlay-Dish transparent, assorted colours

 Article notes - for MediDispenser No. 61/69 
- x to be ordered in different colours: 
 No. 66.1 = Inlay-Dish, transparent-white 
 No. 66.2 = Inlay-Dish, transparent-yellow 
 No. 66.3 = Inlay-Dish, transparent-blue 
 No. 66.4 = Inlay-Dish, transparent-red  
- 60x62x18 mm

 Article No. 66.Spez

 Description Singe-Use-Inlay-Dish [PET]

 Article notes - for MediDispenser No. 61/69  
- 60x62x18 mm

 Article No. 67

 Description Inlay-Blister [PET]

 Article notes - for MediDispenser No. 61/69 
- 219x63x19 mm

 Article No. 341/349

 Description MediDispenser No. 341  
with Sliding-Lid No. 49-69-349,  
divisible

 Article notes - incl. 3 Divisions No. 342  
- divisible in max. 8 compartments 
- 228x81x20 mm

 Article No. 141/149

 Description MediDispenser No. 141  
with Sliding-Lid No. 149,  
divisible

 Article notes - incl. 3 Divisions No. 142  
- divisible in max. 6 compartments 
- 228x78x23 mm

MediDispenser | the «large» ones

NEW
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Article No. 151/159 

 Description MediDispenser No. 151 with  
Sliding-Lid No. 159, divisible 

 Article notes - incl. 3 Divisions No. 152  
- divisible in max. 7 compartments 
- 221x102x45 mm 
- can be used as PharmaBox with a 
 respective shelving base (Nr. 121-151)

 Article No. 171/179

 Description MediDispenser No. 171 with  
Sliding-Lid No. 179-189, divisible 

 Article notes - incl. 3 Divisions No. 172  
- divisible in max. 8 compartments 
- 260x98x23 mm

 Article No. 181/189

 Description MediDispenser No. 181 with  
Sliding-Lid No. 179-189, divisible 

 
 Article notes - incl. 3 Divisions No. 182 

- divisible in max. 8 compartments 
- 260x98x39 mm

 Article No. 161/169

 Description MediDispenser No. 161 with  
Sliding-Lid No. 169-269, divisible 

 Article notes - incl. 3 Divisions No. 162  
- divisible in max. 10 compartments 
- 363x77x23 mm

 Article No. 261/269

 Description MediDispenser No. 261 with  
Sliding-Lid No. 169-269, divisible 

 Article notes - incl. 4 Divisions No. 262  
- divisible in max. 10 compartments 
- 363x77x45 mm

NEW
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1 2 3 4Art. 510.13

 Article No. 281/289

 Description MediDispenser No. 281 with  
Sliding-Lid No. 279-289, divisible 

 Article notes - incl. 4 Divisions No. 282  
- divisible in max. 12 compartments 
- 338x67x45 mm

 Article No. 271/279

 Description MediDispenser No. 271 with  
Sliding-Lid No. 279-289, divisible 

 Article notes - incl. 4 Divisions No. 272  
- divisible in max. 12 compartments 
- 338x67x23 mm

 Article No. 510.13A4

 Description Label «No. 13»  
for MedManager Software,  
adhesive

 Article notes - A4-sheet: 10 labels 
- label: 75x48 mm 
- removable

 Article No. 510.13Wxx

 Description Label for patients name and medication,  
adhesive, with imprint:  
«MONDAY, TUESDAY..., SUNDAY»

 
 Article notes - sheet with 7 days  

- for MediDispenser: No. 11, 141, 161, 261  
- label: 75x48 mm, removable 
- xx select: 
 13Wde = Deutsch, 13Wfr = Français, 
 13Wit = Italiano, 13Wen = English, 
 13Wnl = Nederlands

 Article No. 510.13

 Description Label for patients name and medication,  
adhesive

 Article notes - bundle: 350 labels  
- for MediDispenser: No. 11, 141, 161, 261  
- label: 75x48 mm 
- removable

MediDispenser | Labelling

1 2 3 4

MONDAY

Art. 510.13Wen

NEW

NEW
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Article No. 510.46

 Description Label for patients data, short strip,  
adhesive

 Article notes - sheet: 11 labels 
- suitable for article No. 41, 61, 341,  
 91, 191, 291, 491, 591  
- label: 191x11 mm 
- removable

 Article No 510.64-7

 Description Label for medication, for MediDispenser  
No. 61, paper

 Article notes - US-Legal form sheet: 7 labels 
- label: 206x46 mm

 Article No. 510.48

 Description Label for patients data,  
long strip, adhesive

 Article notes - sheet: 10 labels 
- for MediDispenser  
 No. 171, 181, 391, 691  
 and No. 891 
- label: 235x12 mm 
- removable

 Article No 510.17

 Description Label for medication, paper

 Article notes - A4 sheet: 8 labels 
- to be placed on Distribution-Trays or  
 in Multi-Use-Tray No. 1191 
- Label-Holder available (No. 17SD) 
- Microsoft Word Form to inscribe labels 

 Article No. 15/15SD

 Description Label-Holder No. 15  
with Sliding-Lid No. 15SD

 Article notes - suitable for label No. 510.13,  
 No. 510.13Wxx and No. 510.13A4 
- to be mounted on a Distribution-Tray

Label for medication, for MediDispenser  

Art. 510.64-7

US-Legal form sheet: 7 labels

Patient
Patient
Patient
Paziente

Zimmer
Chambre
Room
Stanza

Besonders zu beachten
Spécialement à observer
Special instructions
Istruzioni speziali

Arzt
Docteur
Doctor
Dottore

Art. 510.48

Patient
Patient
Patient
Paziente

ZimmerChambreRoom
Stanza

Besonders zu beachtenSpécialement à observer
Special instructionsIstruzioni speziali

Arzt
DocteurDoctor

Dottore

Art. 510.46

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Art. 510.17en
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Art. 510.17en
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to be placed on Distribution-Trays or  

Label-Holder available (No. 17SD)
Microsoft Word Form to inscribe labels 
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Etikette Nr. 510.16 für WIEGAND® MediDispenserEtikette Nr. 510.16 für WIEGAND® MediDispenser
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24:00

07:00
07:00

07:00
07:00

07:00
07:00

07:00

Art. 510.54

 Article No. 510.44xx

 Description Label, transparent with imprint: 
«MONDAY, TUESDAY..., SUNDAY»

 Article notes - sheet: 2x7 labels, removable 
- suitable for inscription of  
 Infusion-Sets etc. (changing day) 
- xx select: 
 44de = Deutsch, 44fr = Français 
 44it = Italiano

 Article No. 510.14-8xx

 Description Label, transparent with imprint:  
«MORNING, NOON, EVENING, NIGHT, RESERVE«

 Article notes - sheets: 8x5 labels 
- for all MediDispenser 
- perforated and removable 
- xx select: 
 14-8de = Deutsch, 14-8fr = Français, 
 14-8it = Italiano, 14-8en = English, 
 14-8nl = Nederlands

 Article No. 510.54

 Description Label, transparent with imprint:  
«07:00, 12:00..., 22:00»

 Article notes - sheets: 35 labels 
- imprint with dispensing time 
- ideal for divisible MediDispenser 

 Article No. 510.16

 Description Label, extra-small, adhesive

 Article notes - A4 sheet: 80 labels 
- for MediDispenser or MediCups 
- removable 
- Microsoft Word Form to inscribe labels 

Distribution-Trays

 Article No. 31

 Description Distribution-Tray Simple,  
340x450 mm

 Article notes - with 19 grooves 
- for MediDispensers until 20 mm  
 hight and max. 26 mm lenght 
- for 19 MediCups No. 71.x 
- available also with enforced  
 base (No. 51B) 
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Article No. 81

 Description Distribution-Tray Universal,  
small, 300x400 mm

 Article notes - with 10 grooves 
- for all MediDispensers  
- for 50 MediCups No. 71.x

 Article No. 251

 Description Distribution-Tray Universal,  
large, 600x400 mm

 Article notes - sturdy 
- with 23 grooves,  
 for all MediDispensers  
- for 115 MediCups No.71.x

 Article No. 231

 Description Distribution-Tray Universal,  
long, 600x260 mm

 Article notes - with 23 grooves  
- for MediDispensers:  
 with max. 230 mm length 
 with max. 46 mm height 
- for 69 MediCups No. 71.x 
- for FlexLine Trolley No. 41.3

 Article No. 241

 Description Distribution-Tray Universal,  
medium, 450x400 mm

 Article notes - sturdy  
- (replaces Distribution-Trays  
 No. 31B and No. 51B) 
- with 16 grooves, for all MediDispensers  
- for 80 MediCups No. 71.x

 Article No. 51

 Description Distribution-Tray Extended,  
340x450 mm

 Article notes - with 17 grooves  
- for all MediDispensers with  
 max. 260 mm length 
- for 53 MediCups No. 71.x 
- available also with enforced  
 base (No. 51B) 
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 Article No. 391

 Description Multi-Use-Tray with  
4 compartments,  
340x450x27 mm

 Article notes - for 4 MediDispenser  
 No. 171/179 or No. 181/189 
- labels available (No. 510.48)

 Article No. 891

 Description Multi-Use-Tray with  
8 compartments,  
450x450x47 mm

 Article notes - for 4-8 MediDispenser  
 No. 151/159 
- labels available (No. 510.48)

 Article No. 1091

 Description Multi-Use-Tray with  
8 compartments,  
600x400 mm

 Article notes - for 8 MediDispenser  
 No. 281/289 or No. 271/279 
- labels available (No. 510.48)

Multi-Use-Trays

 Article No. 2.511

 Description Tray-Container  
for Distribution-Trays  
No. 31 and No. 51

 Article notes - Divisions available (No. 2.512)  
- pluggable, divisible (10 compartments) 
- 297x87x40 mm 
- Sliding-Lid available (No. 2.519)

 Article No. 16

 Description  Universal Mounting Plate

 Article notes - to be fixed on all Universal Distribution-Trays 
- with adhesive strip to attach containers 
- 30x65 mm

NEW

NEW
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Article No. 991

 Description Week-Tray with  
7 compartments,  
600x260 mm

 Article notes - for 7 MediDispenser  
 No. 41/49, 61/69 or 341/349 
- labels available (No. 510.46)

 Article No. 295

 Description Sliding-Lid-Opener for  
MediDispenser No. 01/09

 Article notes - consits of base unit No. 296  
 and pusher No. 297 
- labels available (No. 510.48)

 Article No. 591

 Description Week-Tray with  
7 compartments,  
407x245 mm

 Article notes - for 7 MediDispenser No. 11/19 
- also available: Sliding-Lid (No. 599) 
- labels available (No. 510.48)

 Article No. 291

 Description Week-Tray with 7 compartments,  
407x204 mm

 Article notes - for 7 MediDispenser No. 01/09 
- also available: Sliding-Lid (No. 299-1199) 
- labels available (No. 510.48)

Week Trays

Article No. 1191

 Description Multi-Use-Tray with  
8 compartments,  
400x204x45 mm

 Article notes - for 8 MediDispenser No. 131/139  
 or 8x4 MediCups No. 71.x  
- with clamping recess for MediCups 
- with 8 grooves for labels (No. 510.17)  
 with Label-Holder (No. 17SD) 
- also available: Sliding-Lid (No. 1199) NEW
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Art. 510.46

 Article No. 691

 Description Week-Tray with  
7 compartments,  
600x400 mm

 Article notes - for 7 MediDispenser  
 No. 161/169 or No. 261/269 
- labels available (No. 510.48)

 Article No. 491

 Description Week-Tray with  
7 compartments, 
600x260 mm

 Article notes - for 7 MediDispenser No. 141/149 
- labels available (No. 510.48)

 Article No. 91

 Description Week-Container for  
7 MediDispensers No. 11/19

 Article notes - 245x175x55 mm 
- also available: Sliding-Lid  
 (No. 99) 
- labels available (No. 510.46)

 Article No. 191

 Description Week-Container for  
7 MediDispensers  
No. 41/49, 61/69 and 341/349

 Article notes - 260x180x85 mm 
- also available: Sliding-Lid  
 (No. 199) 
- labels available (No. 510.46)

 Article No. 93-01

 Description Week-Pouch for  
7 MediDispensers 
No. 01/09, textile

 Article notes - 145x60x180 mm 
- labels available (No. 510.95)

Container for Week Systems
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Article No. 193T-41-61-341

 Description WeekBox for 7 MediDispenser  
No. 41/49, 61/69 or 341/349

 Article notes - to be folded 
- 140x85x230 mm 
- also available: Label No. 510.95

 Article No. 193T-141

 Description WeekBox for  
7 MediDispenser No. 141/149

 Article notes - to be folded 
- 170x85x230 mm 
- also available: Label No. 510.95

 Article No. 311

 Description Dosys, Dispenser  
for blister tubes

 Article notes - for 7 or 14 days 
- 82x150x150 mm

Special MediDispenser | BlisterBox

Article No. 93T-11

 Description WeekBox for  
7 MediDispenser No. 11/19

 Article notes - to be folded 
- 140x55x230 mm 
- also available: Label No. 510.95

 Article No. 93T-01

 Description WeekBox for  
7 MediDispenser No. 01/09

 Article notes - to be folded 
- 140x55x167 mm 
- also available: Label No. 510.95
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 Article No. 312T

 Description BlisterBox Compact,  
for blister tubes

 Article notes - to be folded 
- for 7 days 
- transparent white  
- 80x130x125 mm 
- also available for 14 days blister 
 (No. 311T)

 Article No. 500.240XO.075

 Description Holder for blister tubes, 
Label-Holder on SwissModules

 Article notes - to be mounted on a Distribution-Tray  
- can be used as Label-Holder on  
 Swiss Module Trays and Baskets 
- 75x40 mm

 Article No. 71.x

 Description MediCup FACET, assorted colours

 Article notes - with graduation to 25 ml 
- x to be ordered in different colours: 
 No. 71.1 = MediCup transparent-white 
 No. 71.2 = MediCup transparent-yellow 
 No. 71.3 = MediCup transparent-blue 
 No. 71.4 = MediCup transparent-red 
 No. 71.5 = MediCup transparent-green 
- also available: cover for MediCups (No. 72)

Special MediDispenser | MediCups

 Artikel No. 64.747

 Description Dispenser for MediCup Covers

 Article notes - pic-box container, transparent with 
  Inox dispenser holder 
- to be fixed on the wall

 Artikel No. 64.746

 Description Dispenser for MediCups

 Article notes - for 50 MediCups 
- to be fixed on the wall

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Article No. 211/219

 Description PharmaBox large  
with Sliding-Lid No. 219

 Article notes - 186x96x41 mm 
- the MediDispenser 
 No. 151/159 is best suited 
 as large PharmaBox

 Article No. 111/119

 Description PharmaBox small 
with Sliding-Lid No. 119

 Article notes - 130x72x30 mm 
- suitable shelving bases available  
- also available with  
 UV-resistant Sliding-Lid 
 (No. 119weiss)

Drug storage | PharmaBox

Article No. 4204WIE

 Description Oral Dispenser PressinSet
 
 Article notes - 5 ml Oral Dispenser (No. 1104) 

- with Pressin adapter Ø 28 mm (No. 2002) 
 and operating instruction in 4 languages 
- for DIN 28 and ApoNorm bottles

 Article No. 4104WIE

 Description Oral Dispenser StarSet 

 Article notes - 5 ml Oral Dispenser (No. 1104) 
- with cover, adapter screw-top and  
 sealing ring Ø 28mm (Set No.2301) 
 and operating instruction in 4 languages  
- for DIN 28 bottles

 Article No. 4004WIE

 Description Oral Dispenser UniversalSet 

 Article notes - 5 ml Oral Dispenser (No. 1104) 
- with universal adapter, rubber (No. 2001) 
 and operating instruction in 4 languages 
- for all bottles

MediDispenser | Oral Dispenser
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 Article No. 112R 

 Description Label, mini-card, white/yellow 
Roll: 1500 double labels

 Article notes - for storage and ordering 
  - 51x25 mm

 Article No. 112a

 Description Label-Holder for mini-cards, 
adhesive

 Article notes - suitable for PharmaBox No. 111  
 and No. 211  
- 25x50 mm

 Article No. 112e

 Description Label, mini-card, A4-sheet

 Article notes - A4-sheet with 52 mini-cards 
- suitable for office printer  
- 25x50 mm, paperboard

Drug storage | TRESTON

 Description TRESTON Container, transparent

 Article notes - incl. Front Label and Label Protection  
- ordering: 
 No. 3010-1 = 92x300x82 mm 
 No. 3015-1 = 132x300x100 mm 
 No. 3020-1 = 186x300x82 mm 
 No. 4010-1 = 92x400x82 mm 
 No. 4015-1 = 132x400x82 mm 
 No. 4020-1 = 186x400x82 mm

 Description Division for TRESTON Container

 Article notes - ordering: 
 No. 10-D = matching with No. 3010, No. 4010 
 No. 15-D = matching with No. 3015, No. 4015 
 No. 20-D = matching with No. 3020, No. 4020
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Artikel No. 64.679-0.5

 Description Risk-Waste-Container, E-SAFE,  
Universal-A-cover, yellow, 0.5 liter

 Article notes - with cannula-, scalpel and insulin pen removal 
- flab against over-filling 
- closure for disposal  
- extra think and secure material 
- also available as 2 liter container 
 (No. 64.679-2.0)

Risik-Waste-Container

Article No. 98T.1

 Description MediCrusher, pill-Mortar WIEGAND®

Article notes - ergonomically designed 
- with reserve compartment in the cover

 Article No. 96T

 Description MediSplitter, pill-cutter WIEGAND®

Article notes - 85x35x25 mm 
- Blade: stainless steel 
- with catchment compartment

 Article No. 97

 Description PillCrusher WIEGAND®

Article notes - 2-pieces, Ø 70 mm, hight 105 mm 
- with 1 MediCup, 25 ml

Tablett processing

Description Labels for TRESTON container

 Article notes - Label for TRESTON Division (No. 06-E)  
- Front Label for TRESTON Container 
- ordering: 
 No. 10-E = matching with No. 3010, No. 4010 
 No. 15-E = matching with No. 3015, No. 4015 
 No. 20-E = matching with No. 3020, No. 4020
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 Artikel No. 6201

 Description Cytostatics-Blending-Cannula 

 Article notes - 19 gauge 
- 0.2 micronfilter, ventilation system  
 with pressurization 
- Luer adapter

 Artikel No. 64.678

 Description Holder for E-SAFE Risk-Waste-Container, 
2 liter, for trolleys

 Article notes - fits to all FlexLine Trolleys 
- wire rilsanised 

 Artikel No. 910.71.1

 Description Basket for dishwasher  
WIEGAND® with insert  
for MediCups 

 Article notes - for 22 MediCups 
- for all common dish washer 
- 415x90x70 mm

 Artikel No. 910.66.1

 Description Basket for dishwasher  
WIEGAND® with insert  
for inlay-dish

 Article notes - for 18 Inlay-Dish 
- for all common dish washer 
- 415x90x70 mm

 Artikel No. Movix2.0

 Description Movix, Vacuum-Adhesion-Plate  
for E-SAFE Risk-Waste-Container,  
2 liter

 Article notes - also avalable for 0.5 liter container 
 (No. Movix0.5) 
- with flab to release the vacuum

Cytostatics-Blending-Cannula

Dishwasher-Baskets
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The fresh and subtle light blue colour of the MediDispenser and trays is distinctive. The 
food-safe plastic foils made of polystyrene is manufactured specially for WIEGAND® products. 
The good quality of the material and the special manufacture procedure makes MediDispenser 

suitable for everyday life and very durable. 

Original WIEGAND®

means for us: 
«realised quality»

Original WIEGAND®

means for our clients: 
«definitely the right solution»

Emission-free recycling – 
ecological balance – very good!
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Transparent Sliding-Lids 

Sliding-Lid production is a well guarded secret. The 
covers close the MediDispenser so firmly that no hu-
midity can penetrate. A series of scientific tests in Eng-
land showed outstanding results.

Material 
PET: Polyethylene terephthalate is a polyester plastic 
(suitable for food). Contains no latex and no softeners.

Recycling
- Emission free recycling 
- Energy recycling (fuel) no reservations
- Very good ecological balance

Cleaning instructions
Cleaning  mild soap and luke-warm water 
Disinfection  by alcohol  
Dishwasher not suitable 
Sterilisation gas, radioisotopes (no steam!)
Temp. tolerance fusion point: approx. 260° C

From approx. 45° C, WIEGAND® Sliding-Lids begin to 
open up their fold, due to the special manufacturing pro-
cedure. Thus the strength of the clamp reduces and a 
hermetic closure is no longer ensured.

Blue MediDispenser and Trays

All blue WIEGAND® products are manufactured delib-
erately in elaborate deep-drawing procedures. Material 
formed in this way becomes very resistant, and even 
withstands dropping.

Material 
Polystyrene (food foil). Contains no latex, fluorine, 
cadmium, lead, bromine or chlorine.

Recycling
- Emission free recycling 
- Energy recycling (fuel) no reservations
- Very good ecological balance

Cleaning reference
Chemicals with frequent use of caustic solutions, 
 alcohol and acids, the plastic be- 
 comes inflexible
Dishwasher  at 55° C (eco-program) without any  
 problem, at 65° C maximum 45 min. 
 running time at 95° C (industrial  
 rinsing machines) 2 min. running time 
Sterilisation gas, radioisotopes, (no steam!)

WIEGAND® Dispensers have been certified 
by various European states.
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A WIEGAND® CompactLine «Medication-Workstation» stands for: more efficiency and time and 
space economy. All pharmaceuticals, MediDispenser, Distribution-Trays and accessories can 

be stowed in easy reach. Extendable work tops simplify the work process and offer additional 
storage space. SystemLine extension frames make it easy to unhinge any module even at 

ground level and reach all stored material at the rear, without straining your back.

 

... and finally we have enough space

CompactLine, the WIEGAND® Cupboard-Line, defi-
nitely deserves its name, as no other supplier is able 
to pack as much material in such an orderly fashion 
into one cupboard. Original WIEGAND® Shelving Pro-
files allow the insertion of shelves, trays and baskets 
every 30 mm. SystemLine Full Extension Frames guar-
antee unhindered access, even to those articles stored 
at the back. Inclined extensions and inclined shelving 
profiles offer a free view even of containers placed at 
the very top. CompactLine Cupboards are ultra-mod-
ern and highly efficient workstations for nursing staff.  
WIEGAND® guarantees quality which keeps its pro–
mises.

Efficient –
highly specialised workstation for professionals
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Medication-Workstation

Medical functional furniture always has to allow efficient 
working routines and endure long-lasting strain. 

An inclined system-insert 
offers space for 
36 Week-Trays

Extendable work-tops offer 
a lot of space to prepare 
the Distribution-Trays

Drawer for narcotics

Refrigerator

SwissModul Basket,
100 or 180 mm height,
divisions available

Only best quality material is selected and qualified pro-
fessionals are appointed to ensure these high expecta-
tions. 

Roller blind 
with light

Week-Trays
for MediDispenser 
No. 41, 61 and 341

Container for patients’ 
own medicines

SwissModul Tray, 
for reserve medication

SwissModul 
Trays 50, 100 

or 200 mm height,
divisions available
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Which patient gets what medicine in what dosage at what time? When was a medicine 
stopped? Which medicines have to be ordered? All information is available at the push of a 

button. The respective national drug manual can be loaded and used for reference purposes. 
Thus interactions with existing medication or contra-indications are immediately evident.

Digital –
from prescription to dispensing
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Dr. med. Paul Sutter (Internist)

«Thanks to the MedManager I have a good overview 
over the medication of all my patients. The maintenance 
and entering of new prescriptions is very simple. I no 
longer need to spend a long time searching in the drug 
manual or in the pharmacist list for the correct medi-
cine in the correct dosage. My instructions to the nurses 
or the pharmacy are fully comprehensible and easy to 
read. For my colleagues I can recall and print the medi-
cation history of the patient at any time. I can also pro-
vide evaluations about the medication, compatibilities, 
etc. The MedManager saves me much valuable time.»

Maximilian Caveign (Pharma-Assistant)

«We have observed that considerably fewer medicines 
are used, since there are hardly any drugs returned and 
there is no stockpiling in the wards. There are no more 
mix-ups with medication, the dosage, the preparation or 
the pertinent patient. The entire medication history of all 
patients is available and traceable. Thanks to the cen-
tral filing system there are no different versions of the 
same patient. The MedManager allows only controlled 
access and all entries are identified through the user.»

Dr. pharm. Julia Widmer (Pharmacist)

Here in the pharmacy we enter all «permitted» and 
stored medicines with the correct dosage into the list, 
so that no «foreign» medicines can be ordered. Since 
we do not have to deliver original packaging, the depart-
ments no longer get too many tablets. Today we have 
hardly any goods returned or expired drugs. Since we 
have been using MedManager, only rarely do we have 
to order medicines by courier. With the push of a but-
ton we can see which medicines in what quantity are 
needed, which ones are ordered and how many have 
already been supplied.»

Ursula Graf (Nurse)

«Finally I do not have to struggle any more with illegible 
handwritten prescriptions. Data concerning medicine 
name, concentration, form and dosage are clearly evi-
dent with the MedManager. The MedManager saves me 
much time: Enter once and print as many labels as need-
ed for the MediDispenser, week systems, etc. I can print 
out the whole medication history for my patient’s records 
and I do not need to summarize everything by hand. I 
now never need to place orders at the pharmacy, since 
our pharmacist likewise works with our MedManager.»
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FlexLine Trolleys offer solutions for all logistical problems in your ward. It is annoying if it 
becomes obvious right at the patient’s bed that something important is missing. Nomen est 

omen; the innumerable combination options of the FlexLine Trolleys allow your working 
routines to be arranged more efficiently and as a result give you more time for the residents 

and patients. As a pleasant side effect, your back is also spared.

Flexible modular technique –
a concept developed for practical application 

Trolley colours

We cover most needs with our 10 standard colours. 
However you can also select from our 250 special col-
ours and decors.

Atlantic Arctic Baby blue Red Apricot White Maize Naples yellow Lemon Kiwi green
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An original WIEGAND® quality product

Your trolleys should of course not only be technically 
balanced, but also look pleasant. FlexLine Trolleys have 
a simple and timeless design. They adapt to each envi-
ronment, look modern and are functional. 

The ABS-plastic-work-tops, as well as polyester coated 
steel frames and handles are Sanitized® (treated with 
silver ions). The wheels are chrome plated, outer screws 
and hinges are made of stainless material.
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Wiegand AG
Steinackerstrasse 7

CH-8180 Bülach
Tel.: +41 44 872 74 74
Fax: +41 44 872 74 75
wiegand@wiegand.ch

www.wiegand.ch
www.wiegandsystem.com




